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Lee Lofthus got very lucky when he was able to purchase on E-bay in 2015 a $1 Series of 
1928E silver certificate from the GB block. This prize is the sleeper rarity among the 1928E 
serial number blocks, a note that is represented in censuses in fewer numbers than the ultra-pricy 
1928E star notes of which eleven are reported. 

Early block collector Graeme Ton (1977) identified the GB block as a rarity and brought 
this fact to the attention of collectors decades ago. 

Lofthus’ prize set off a frenzied analysis that drew in Huntoon and Yakes to determine 
why the GB block is so rare and how it fit into the larger picture of the startup of the 1928E 
series. That startup was launched with a special rush printing of presentation sheets and notes 
before regular production commenced. 

The presentation printing was numbered within the FB serial number block beginning 
with serial F72000001B. The highest serial we have observed from the group is F72000753B. 
Then no 1928Es appeared until a cluster in the mid GB block at G42xxxxxxB, followed by 
another apparent hiatus before Lofthus’ note was numbered at the very tail end of the GB block 
at G99333569B. 

The bulk of the known 1928E notes are from the HB, IB and JB blocks. Serial 
J55796000B was the last Series of 1928 $1 silver certificate printed. 

Most of the uncirculated 1928Es in numismatic hands came from the early FB 
presentation printing with most of those having been cut from the sheets. 

Presentation Notes 
Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau Jr. took office on January 1, 1934. His 

signature and that of William A. Julian were those that appeared on the 1928E $1s. 
William Broughton, the Commissioner of the Public Debt who oversaw currency matters 

for the Treasury, took the opportunity of the Julian-Morgenthau signature change to add a legal 
tender clause to the new plates. He sent an order on January 12th to Alvin Hall, Director of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing that authorized the revision. 

Figure 1. Currently fewer Series of 1928E notes have been reported from the GB block than from 
the *A block! 

The Paper 
Column 
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The first Series of 1928E face plate bearing plate serial number 1 was certified January 
14, 1934 and immediately sent by itself to a press. 

Small size notes at the time were printed on 4-plate presses from 12-subject plates, but 
the first order for the 1928Es was the rush printing that was to consist exclusively of 1928E 
notes. Consequently the press operator mounted the lone available number 1 plate on the press. 
The result was that every note in the order bore plate serial 1. 

The special new 1928E sheets were isolated from the ongoing production from older 
plates on different presses and were moved as a batch to the numbering division where they were 
numbered in mid-February.

 Numbering kicked off with the 25 presentation sheets followed by a group of cut notes. 
The sheets were assigned serials F72000001B through F72000300B. The cut notes began with 
serial F72000301B. The sheets and notes arrived at the Treasury sometime in late February 1934. 

The lowest numbered sheets were passed around to Treasury officials upon delivery to 
the Treasury Department. Those unspoken for were made available to the public at the cash 
window in the Treasury Building. The cut notes also were made available at the cash window, 
some of which were purchased by Treasury officials who signed and distributed them. 

Numbering the F72xxxxxxB Notes 
The F72xxxxxxB notes were serial numbered in two distinct batches. 
All were numbered on 12-subject numbering and sealing presses that numbered notes 

down the respective sides of the sheet, slit the sheet in half and then cut the subjects from the half 

Figure 2. The 
principals in the 
Series of 1928E story: 
upper left - Secretary 
of the Treasury 
Henry Morgenthau 
Jr., upper right - U. S. 
Treasurer William A. 
Julian, lower left - 
Commissioner of the 
Public Debt William 
S. Broughton, lower 
right - Director of the 
Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing Alvin W. 
Hall. 
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sheets. The pressman would divide the range of serial numbers in the batch in half and then 
assign the first half to the left side of the press and the second half to the right. The result was 
that the serials on the left side of a sheet were not consecutive with those on the right. 

However the numbering of the 25 presentation sheets required special handling. First the 
slitter that cut the sheets in half had to be removed from the press. Then the knives that separated 
the notes from the half sheets had to be disengaged. The big nuisance was that the 24 serial 
numbering heads on the machine had to be operated so that the twelve numbers on each sheet 
were consecutive. 

Once they finished with the 25 sheets, they reconfigured the press so that it once again 
numbered consecutively down the respective sides of the sheet and separated the notes. 

Figure 3. We 
consider the most 
historic of the 
presentation sheets 
to be F72000073B-
F72000084B, which 
carries this 
handwritten 
inscription: “To 
Franklin D. 
Roosevelt who 
make it possible for 
me to sign this 
issue. With tenfold 
appreciation. 
Henry Morgenthau 
Jr. April 16, 1934.” 
This sheet resides in 
the FDR 
Presidential 
Library at Hyde 
Park, NY. This 
handheld digital 
scan was provided 
by the curator. 
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Every note that we have observed between F72000301B and F72000753B was numbered 
on the left halves of the sheets. Consequently all have position letters inclusive of A to F. 

We never have seen an F72xxxxxxB note with a serial over F72000301B that sports a 
position letter from G to L. 

F72000753B is one of several reported notes that make the case that numbering of all the 
reported cut notes was down the left side of the sheets. The note carries plate position letter C. 
Had it been numbered like the sheets with consecutive serials on all twelve subjects, its serial 
number would have landed on position I. 

The unknown here is that we have no idea what the size of this initial print run was. 
Because we have never seen a note from the G to L positions, we wonder what serial numbers, if 
any, were being printed on the right sides of the affected sheets. Our expectation is that they also 
carry numbers in the F7200xxxxB range, but for all we know they could have been star notes. 

If we assume that the G to L position notes were in fact numbered with the higher half of 
the serials assigned to the cut notes, our burning question is what happened to them? 

In other instances where we have seen delivery data for early presentation production 
runs, the typical run consists of a brick or two of 4000 notes, with the first brick being short the 
300 serials used on the 25 sheets. If this holds up for this first 1928E printing, notes beginning 
with serial F72002001B or maybe F72004001B should be those with plate letters from the right 
sides of the sheets. But none have been reported. 

The GB Block 
So what does all of this have to do with the rare GB block 1928Es?  We have scoured our 

sources and have come up with exactly eight serial numbers from the GB block. They are: 
G42258579B C1/2431 Lindquist 8/15  vf 
G42256922B  Track and Price via Ebay 4/23/11 vf 
G42278198B  Track and Price via Heritage 5/04 vf ink graffiti 
G42279185B E1 Heritage photo  fine 

Figure 4. This is the first note 
from the fourth sheet, which 
was hand cut from the sheet, 
autographed by Henry 
Morgenthau Jr., and presented 
to Capt. E. S. Duffield, a Navy 
Department official. 
 

Figure 5. F72000753B, plate 
letter C, autographed by 
William A. Julian, was 
delivered to the Treasury as a 
cut note that was from the left 
side of the sheet. The serial 
number would have been 
placed on the I-note had it 
been from an uncut sheet. 
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G42279968B Track and Price via Ebay fine 
G42282656B B1 Heritage photo vf 
G42351131B K1 Heritage photo vg 
G99333569B K12 Lofthus vg-f 
The first seven serials are tightly clustered in the G42xxxxxxB range, which were 

numbered in late March 1934. The spread is less than 100,000 notes. Furthermore, in every case 
where we have face plate information, the plate number is 1. We can’t believe that the clustering 
of the serials and the fact that most if not all of them came from plate 1 is a coincidence. 

Then, almost as an afterthought, we see the appearance of G99333569B from plate 12 at 
the end of the block, which was numbered May 1st or 2nd. 

Yakes went to the plate history ledger and discovered that plate 1 was not taken off the 
press after the presentation notes were printed. Instead it served continuously from February 13 
to July 16, 1934, with but only one day off on May 30. 

It is apparent that plate 1 was left on the press after the presentation notes were printed 
and went into regular production. At that time three other plates were put on that press with it, 
but they weren’t 1928Es because no other 1928E plates were available until March 2nd when 
plate 4 was sent to press. 

Use of plate 4 was followed by 2 and 7 on April 13; 3, 8, 10 and 12 on April 19; and 
finally 9 and 11 on April 24. No other 1928E plates were finished. 

The only 1928E production notes being printed between February 13 and March 2 were 
coming from plate 1. The other three plates on that press could have been any available 1928 
series plate; specifically, 1928B, C or D or any possible mix of them. Consequently every fourth 
sheet leaving the press was printed from 1928E plate 1. 

Furthermore, after the presentation run was completed, the production from the press 
holding plate 1 was being streamed into the production from all the other $1 SC presses, all of 
which were using older plates. The 1928E plate 1 sheets were being seriously diluted. 

It appears to us that the pre-March 2 production from plate 1 finally arrived in the serial 
numbering division when the G42xxxxxxB serials were being applied. The 1928Es that received 
these numbers represented a small fraction of the numbers in that range. 

By the time Lofthus’ G999333569B was numbered, face production from April was 

Figure 6. G42279185B appears to be from a group of 1928E production notes that were printed 
exclusively from plate 1 between February 13 and March 2. Those notes were numbered in the 
middle of the GB block. Most of the notes numbered along with them were from older series plates 
that were on the same press as plate 1 or on the many other presses being used to print 1928 series 
$1 silver certificates at the time. Photo courtesy of Heritage Auction Archives. 
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reaching the numbering division because his note was printed from plate 12. Was there truly a 
hiatus in the numbering of 1928Es between G42xxxxxxB and G99xxxxxxB?  Maybe, maybe 
not. 

Obviously what we need are more reports from the GB block. We know a few have to be 
out there that aren’t on our list so if you happen to have one please provide the serial number and 
plate numbers. 

We won’t be shocked to see numbers sprinkle throughout the GB block beyond the 
G42xxxxxxB range; but on the other hand, we also won’t be surprised to see them restricted to 
the G42xxxxxxB and G99xxxxxxB ranges either. 

1928 Plates 
A total of only 20 Series of 1928E plates were begun, and of those only 10 were finished 

and certified for use. Once sent to press, all remained on the presses until July 16th with a few 
having short breaks except plates 7 and 9, which wore out in June. 

The 1928E plates were assigned to presses as older plates wore out, so most if not all 
served side-by-side with 1928B and D plates that were still serviceable, and possibly even 1928C 
plates. 

There was one day when it is possible that four of the 1928E plates served together on the 
same press. Plates 3, 8, 10 and 12 were checked out of the plate vault on April 19, 1934, which 
looks suspiciously like all were destined for one press. However plate 12 was rotated out of 
service the next day for reentry so it had to be replaced by an older series plate because no other 
1928E plate went out on April 20th. 

ies of 1928E plates was that they carried a legal tender clause. The new clause was AThis 
certificate is legal tender for all debts, public and private@ as compared to the old, which was 
AThis certificate is receivable for all public dues and when so received may be reissued.@ 

The new clause reflected the fact the Agricultural Adjustment Act of May 12, 1933, accorded 
Legal Tender Clause Conundrum 

 An important distinguishing characteristic of the Series of 1928E plates was that they 
carried a legal tender clause. The new clause was “This certificate is legal tender for all debts, 
public and private” as compared to the old, which was “This certificate is receivable for all 
public dues and when so received may be reissued.” 

The new clause reflected the fact that the Agricultural Adjustment Act of May 12, 1933 
accorded legal tender status to all paper money issued under authority of the United States. A 
parallel change occurred on legal tender notes. Specifically “This note is a legal tender at its face 
value for all debts public and private except duties on imports and interest on the public debt”@ 
was replaced by “This note is a legal tender at its face value for all debts public and private.” 

Figure 7. All paper money issued under the authority of the United States was granted legal tender 
by the Agricultural Adjustment Act of May 12, 1933. The change in signatures to Julian and 
Morgenthau was used as an opportunity to place the legal tender clause on $1 1928E silver 
certificate plates (right note).   
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The revised clause on the $2 and $5 legal tender notes was considered to be such a big 
deal at the time that a line was drawn between the production of notes with the old and new 
clauses. Legal tender plates with different clauses never served together on the same press. The 
changeover serial numbers between the old and new production also were abrupt. In fact all 
unused and still serviceable plates with the old clause were canceled (Yakes, 2015). 

This reaction was in stark contrast to the handling of the Series of 1928E silver certificate 
plates. The 1928E plates were commingled on the presses with Series of 1928B and D plates, 
and possibly even 1928Cs. This resulted in delivery of notes that alternated between the old and 
new clauses within the packs of new notes sent out for distribution. 

It is this fact that makes serial number changeover pairs between the 1928E and older 
1928 series notes so interesting. So far 1928B/E and 1928D/E changeovers have been found. It is 
possible that 1928C/E pairs were produced as well. 

Perspective 
Preliminary census data available to us reveals that $1 Series of 1928E silver certificates 

from the GB block appear to be scarcer than 1928E star notes. Currently eleven of the stars have 
been recorded versus eight of the GBs. The joker here is that the GB notes are sleepers, largely 
unrecognized as scarce by their owners, so they haven=t been reported. When the smoke clears, 
their population probably will edge out the star notes, but even if that happens, they certainly will 
remain in good company at the high end of the rarity scale. 
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Figure 8. Could it be that the 
silver certificate Series of 
1928E GB block is scarcer 
than the *A, or are they just 
under reported because 
collectors don’t recognize 
them as potential rarities?  
Photo courtesy of Heritage 
Auction Archives. 
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